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Sharpening the Quill: The LANCE
Refresher Course 2020
A quill unsharpened is
as good as a dull axe, its’
purpose unfulfilled. As
student journalists, the
members of the LANCE
have assumed the role of
writing or printing what
is relevant for the Letran
Community. In doing
this, service should be
of the highest quality.
The LANCE Editorial
Board members strived
to conduct a workshop
at the midst of a
pandemic. The 2020
Refresher course or
the UP-Journalism club
community journalism
workshop was held on
November 18 and 20
at the comfort of the
participant’s home.
The Refresher course
lasted for 2 days with
3 plenary session/
lessons and 6 breakout

room sessions, where
members
were
divided according to
their
department.
All
lecturers
were
selectively
chosen
and had an in-depth
knowledge on their
respective
topics.
Among the plenary
topics
were
News
writing, Opinion or
Editorial writing and
Journalism
Ethics
which cover a variety of
lessons that a student
journalist could apply
on their vocation. The
Plenary sessions are
as follows, Editorial
Cartoon,
Layouting,
Photojournalism,
Sports writing, Features
writing
and
copy
reading. These special
courses cater to the
specifics of running a

publication.
The
community
journalism
workshop
was
informative
for
members,
especially those with
no
background
in
journalism.
Everyone
can write, but not all can
write like journalists.
The UP-Journalism Club
was kind enough to

offer their knowledge
and services to the
LANCE. Even when
coordinating with them,
they have become
approachable
and
enthusiastic to teach.
We have been informed
that this was their first
time doing a journalism
workshop online. This
is a testament on how

student organizations
eventually flourish in
challenging times.
The LANCE hopes
that this initiative is a
step towards realizing
a
better
student
publication; one that
informs, extend student
voices, and advocates in
service of Deus, Patria,
Letran.

FTGU: An elevator going to God?
Indeed, it was a struggling
year not only for LDYG but
with everyone who got
affected with the pandemic
that halted our normal lives
for a year already. A lot of
adjustments were made
and needed to be done to
sustain the spirituality of
everyone that is involved in
LDYG and certain decisions
were made to continue the
said mission of the Domnet,
that is to continue to preach
the Gospel everywhere,
that nothing can hinder it
even a pandemic.
That’s why LDYG came
up with a certain activity/
program to continue to
let everyone know that
LDYG is still present even

in social media, and
that activity was named
“From the Ground Up ‘’
or FTGU. FTGU is a weekly
reflection video produced
by LDYG that is published
either on a Sunday or
a certain weekday that
coincides with a feast day
of a Dominican Saint or
a special day for Letran.
This is usually done by the
Clergy from the different
Dioceses in the country
or from the Order of the
Preachers. But it was
also done by the help of
some LDYG members that
reflected on the scriptures
of God.
The reason why we
chose this as the best

activity is because of the
mere fact that this assured
us to make our presence
felt in the homes of every
Letranites listening and
pondering on the word of
God on their free time, that
we chose this because we
can assure that we helped
to spread the word and
to motivate others in this
time of crisis wherein we
need each other to strive
and continue to fight.
FTGU made something
that could still be done
by the next generation, to
ensure to others that no
matter what situation hits
humanity, God’s word and
presence will continue to
be felt at the ends of earth.
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The LCV General Assembly 2020:
Through the Eyes of a Volunteer
Fulfilling the goal
of fueling the burning
spirit of Volunteerism
among the members,
the Letran Community
Volunteers
(LCV)
organized their annual
General Assembly on
October 18, 2020 via
Google Meet.
With a theme of
“Through the Eyes of a
Volunteer”, this activity
aimed to continuously
uplift the spirit of
Volunteers in lending
their hands despite
the
unprecedented
onslaught
brought
about by the COVID-19.
In these trying times,
the organization sees
Volunteerism as one of
the primary purposes
to help the community
thrive and survive. A lot
of fellow Filipinos have

been lost, laid off, hungry
and frustrated but this
should not hinder our
goal to provide support
in all possible ways.
Despite
the
adjustments that virtual
activities entail, this
did not stop the LCV to
create a platform where
they can meet, discuss,
and encourage every

individual in the room.
The goal wouldn’t be
possible without the
inspirational talk of
Millenials PH National
President, Ms Meryl
Hilda Jalani, who shared
her words and initiatives
as a Volunteer. Through
her experiences, she
was able to instill new
learnings and provide

support to those who
continuously find their
heart in the service of
other people.
Indeed, through the
eyes of a Volunteer,
nothing is impossible.
No matter how difficult
the situation is, a
Volunteer will find their
way to help and lend
a hand to everyone

who is in need. The
LCV General Assembly
2020 will certainly be
remembered by the
Volunteers
because
this will serve as a great
reminder that despite
the hardships, they were
still able to seek their
solace where they can
pursue their passion in
helping their community.

and
broaden
their
knowledge
about
photography even at the
comforts of their home.
The speakers invited
are Patrick Dominick
Romero, Jemverick Viray,
Arali Chariz Santiago, and
Charles Kenneth Francia.
Each speaker has their
assigned topics and
assures deep knowledge
about it. The topics
discussed are as follows:
Exposure
Triangle,
Camera Basics, Do’s and
Don’ts in Photography
and Composition.
This webinar intends
to help the members
especially those who
are and are interested
in learning photography.
There was a Question

and Answer Portion
held after wherein
the
attendees
had
the chance to ask the
speakers. The lessons
taught served as an
inspiration for members
to persevere, follow
their
passion
and
explore
photography.
The webinar as a whole
was informative and
inspirational. The whole
program was successful
notwithstanding the fact
that the organization is
still under the process of
adjustment in this New
Normal Setup.
The
Knight
Snap
Photography
Organization is organized
to promote all aspects
of Photographic arts.

The organization is
established to educate
and
benefit
those
students of Colegio
de San Juan de Letran
who are interested in
photography.Through
this organization, the
students learn and

promote camaraderie.
The main goal for the
said webinar is the
continuous
learning
of
each
member
who are interested
in photography and
promote their passion to
capture timeless images.

Learning The Basics: Webinar About Basic Photography
The Knight Snap
Officers conducted a
webinar last November
11, 2020 via Google
Meet.
This
was
conducted
for
the
members
to
learn
about the Basics of
Photography. The Knight
Snap Officers aim to
organize events that
will help their members
learn more deeply about
photography despite the
pandemic situation.
The webinar lasted for
2 hours and all the Knight
Snap members were
encouraged and invited
to join. The webinar
was also streamed via
FB Live for the benefit
of the outsiders who
also wanted to learn
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Unplug: Get ready with Me
To be kept updated
and stay connected
with the members, LPFA
conducted an Online
Kamustahan
entitled
“Unplug: Get Ready with
Me”. The virtual activity
was held last April 24,
2021 through Google
meet started at 4: 15
in the afternoon. Mr.
Michael Philippe Narag
and Ms. Ela Mae Cena,
LPFA officers took charge
in facilitating the activity.
The event started with a
quadricentennial prayer
followed by Philippine
National
Anthem
and Letran’s Mission
and Vision via AVP.
Afterwards, one of LPFA’s
advisers, Mr. Harold Sto.
Domingo gave small talks
and tips on how to take
good care of ourselves.
He discussed and taught
on what are the different
Self Love languages.
Also, highlighting the
four-letter acronym selfcare tip “TEAM” stands
for Turn off, Exercise,

Action, Mindfulness.
After the small talk,
everyone was oriented
with regards to the
rules that should be
observed during the
kamustahan like “What
you see, what you hear,
what you feel, when you
leave it here.” Then, the
group was divided into
two breakout rooms to
have more time to get to
know each other. Inside
the breakout room,
questions were asked to
members such as what
they have learned from
the small talk. After
the sharing portion the
group played a short ice
breaker entitled “Guess
the Songs” wherein
the members were
encouraged to guess the
title of the songs with
translated lyrics of the
song flashed on screen.
Everyone was hype and
actively participated in
the game and laughter
filled the room.
The
group

headed back to the main
conference room and
played another game
altogether. The game
was named “Unscramble
Me”, facilitated by Ms.
Shalom Ruazol, one
of the LPFA officers.
Wherein, the group was
encouraged to guess
the right word of the
Unscramble letter tend
for. Following, a short
segment via mentimeter.
com was held wherein
the members were
asked to describe their
experience joining the
activity. Mentimeter was
the platform chosen in
order to hide the identity
of the members. Mixed
responses were gathered
from the group wherein
some said it was fun and
others said they gained a
lot of knowledge. Before
ending the activity, the
group were encouraged
to open their cameras
for a photo opportunity
to document the activity.
Also, each was asked for

permission on photos
to be posted on LPFA
official social media
accounts. To formally
close the activity, the
Hymno de Colegio was
played via AVP.
Get ready with me
is one of our most
memorable activity for
A.Y 2020-2021 because
despite the online set
up, the organization and
its members became
closer through it. Get
ready with me is one
of our Kamustahans
which had been open
to all collegiate students
of the colegio. This
kamustahan was special

as it involved a small
opening talk from one
of our advisers, Mr.
Harold Sto Domingo
and it enabled each
of the members and
officers meet non-peer
students, vice versa.
The presence of what
a peer is illustrated and
portrayed in such an
amazing color, the act
of setting time aside for
us to listen and process
how we feel, how we
are, and how we’re
doing. It’s an activity the
members, officers and
organization would like
to continue to further
reach out to students.

Negosyo Letranista Online
The event make way
for the students to
present their products
and
its
benefits.
Given the current
situation, the business
implementers
were
tasked to make a
marketing strategy to
gather views, reactions
and comments on
their
posts.
With
this, the event would
be more engaging.
Even
the
limited
course of actions, the
students were able to

successfully give their
best efforts. Together
with the Letran Student
Council and Young
Entrepreneurship
Society of Letran,
the
Letran
Junior
Marketing
Association
helped
the
implementation
through its assigned
tasks for each day of
the event in the online
platform. The opening
event went well as
well as the overall
plans and scheduling.
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CINEMAKNIGHTS ONLINE
Cinema Knights Online
was established to honour the Institute of Communication as a breeding
ground for award-winning productions. For
the last decade, Communication students has
been producing prominent films in the industry
that glorifies the name
of the Colegio. Cinema
Knights Online became
a prominent activity for
the Media Works officers of 2020-2021 because for the first time
in the history of Letran
Community, film showing became available via
online screens without
having the need to pay.
CK online is a monthly
event that airs different
film each month related
or in line with current
and national events. This
project is divided into
two segment, which is

the film showing and
an online talk show.
The talk show is named
“CinemaKnights Online:
Inside the Cinema” that
consists of guests from
the media industry and
the production team of
the chosen film. Media
Works also asked their
fellow Letranites to join
the discussion and share
their promising beliefs
regarding the topic.
Moving on, the event
started Last June 22,
2020, to celebrate the
National Father’s day.
Media Works aired the
Film “Apolikadito” a
2019 CK Film directed
by Aldrich Docor. Afterwards, Inside the Cinema was held also with
the special guest Direk
Mark Querubin who is
the Film Adviser of the
2019 batch. A week after that June 28, 2020,

another film was aired
to celebrate the Pride
Month through another
CK short film which is
“Sto. Entierro”.
So far this is the most
successful show that
was done by the media
works for gathering a
total of 6,600 reach in
Facebook page. Inside
the Cinema was guests
by their production
team Jerome San Miguel
and Roma Aubrey Mangahas with the stars of
the film Jervin Marquez
and Kych Minemoto.
The third segment was
last July 12, 2020 which
aired two films for the
first time, Tonton and
Larong Pinoyand last but
not the least is the Last
Spaniards film which
aired the 2012 film July
26, 2020.
The experience brought
by this event is beyond

amazing. It was able to
fulfil the missing piece of
being a communication
student because they
were able to execute a
production event despite of the new normal.
The fulfilment of this
project was already em-

barked by the hearts of
the communication student because they were
able to honour the Institute of Communication,
Alumni’s and the Letran
Community
through
showcasing the awards
winning films.

NEWS TO MO YERN EPISODE 1: WHY DO
FILIPINOS DON’T TRUST THE NEWS?
Filipinos has been
named as the most
active in the social
media despite the slow
internet
connectivity
in
the country.
The internet gave a
platform to everyone to
showcase talent, ideas,
and thoughts which
are freely consumable
in the digital age. In
addition, with the wide
range of audience
brought by it, journalism
became accessible and
consumable to a lot of
people. However, as
people monitors the
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watch, a lot of
netizens starts to
doubt and branding
journalism as bias
through the dived
opinion
with
the
different social issues
present in the society.
News-to-Mo-Yern is a
round table discussion
with
professional
journalists
and
student
journalists
that addresses media
and journalism issues
in the country. The
first episode of NTMY
tackled about Why
Filipinos Don’t trust the

news, it was published
on February 8 and 9. The
event was mediated by
Melody Soriano and the
guest speakers were; Mr.
Nonoy Espina, former
Chairperson of National
Union of Journalist in
the Philippines; Ms.
Lian Buan, justice beat
reporter from Rappler.
PH; and, Angela Villano,
student
journalist
from Ateneo de Manila.
The
three
guests
answered the eight
prepared
questions
related to the topic
to answer why news

consuming became low
due to the distrust of
Filipinos to PH media.
Episode 1 was divided

into two part and it was
aired in two consecutive
days
on
SCRIBE
Facebook page.

Colegio de San Juan de Letran’s Studio 1620 launched
its annual broadcasting convention
Studio
1620,
the
premier
broadcasting
organization of Colegio
de San Juan de Letran
- Manila, brought back
the annual Broadcasting
Convention (BroadCon) in
the Metro last April.
With the theme “Look at
the BROAD side! Huddling
the Variance of New
Media,” Studio 1620 held
a weeklong webinar series
that aims to empower
future media professionals
in igniting their excellence
to adapt to the constant
booming influence of the
new media.
The convention will put
a spotlight on 3 topics,
that was conducted on
the following dates from
2 pm to 5 pm via Zoom
conference and will be livestreamed on Studio 1620’s
Facebook page:
- Monday, April 12: The

Authenticity of Content:
The Digital Broadcast
Media Production
- Wednesday, April
14: Creative Process:
Storytelling in Mobile
Filmmaking
- Friday, April 16: The
Digital Media: A discourse
on Citizen Journalism
Speakers include Mr.
Bob Guarina, Ms. Allison
Barretto, and Mr. Colin
Aboy of Rec•Create
Studios; Mr.Mark Tristan
Cua of Kase Lens PH
and Mobile Filmmaking
Philippines; Mr. Jervis
Manahan of ABS-CBN
News and Mr. JP Soriano
of GMA News and
Public Affairs; and Ms.
Samantha Bagayas and
Ms. JeneAnne Pangue of
MovePH, Rappler’s civic
engagement arm.
This event has been
made possible by its official

partners
Rec•Create
Studios, Kase Lens PH,
and Rappler’s MovePH; its
media partners Monster
RX 93.1, WhenInManila.
com,
Sinepanghalina,
Buhay
MassComm
and Letran SHS Fourth
Estate; co-presented by
Beautyscapes, Prettiest
Clothing Co., Alabaster Co
Fragrances, Juicy Cologne,
QuickFX and Cielle’s Whisk;
and its major sponsor
FranchiseManila.com,
the number one Online
Magazine for Business and
Franchise Opportunities in
the Philippine.
Ecstatic
“Gold”
Organization
Partners
BulSU Advertising Guild,
BulSU
Broadcasting
Association,
DLSUD
Communication
and
Media Society, Laguna
State
Polytechnic
University
BroadSoc

and
PLM
Mass
Communication Students’
League; Merry “Silver”
Organization
Partners
BulSU TV, CommTV,
LPU League of Young
Communication
Artist
and Journalists, and DLSU
Archers Network; Bubbly
“Bronze”Organization

Partner PUP BroadCircle;
Internal
Organization
Partners Blank Canvas
Advertising House, Media
Works, Scribe Journalism
Society, Knights Snap, The
LANCE, Teatro de Letran,
Association of Visual Arts
in Letran and The Letran
Student Council

Ikalawang Kabanata: Karamay
The strike of the
COVID-19 pandemic in
the country brought all
of the students to be
locked down and attend
their classes in their
respective homes. As
our home is considered
to give comfort and rest,
it was the opposite in the
new normal. Studying
through
an
online
system while thinking
of what is happening
around and the idea of
not having a normal life
itself stresses out most
of the students thus,
their mental health is
at stake. Hence, the
Letran
Psychology
Society initiated an

online webinar entitled,
“Ikalawang Kabanata:
Karamay’’ last 20th of
February that talked
about the ways on how
to guide individuals
in
handling
their
stress especially in the
situation that we are in
right now. Discussion
revolved on what is the
science behind stress,
how a person can
acknowledge the stress
that they are feeling,
and gave some practical
tips on how one can
cope properly as well
as be a helping hand to
other people.
Furthermore, it was
also followed by an

open forum to address
the concerns of the
students
regarding
the issue. The fruitful
session was given by a
current board member
of the Psychological
Association
of
the
Philippines
CALABARZONMIMAROPA
Chapter,
Mr. John Ismael Medina,
RPm, LPT. As one of
the objectives of the
organization is to raise
awareness
regarding
mental health issues,
we partnered with
different
recognized
student organizations
inside and outside the
Colegio. The event was

in partnership with the
Letran Student Council,
Letran Peer Facilitators’
Association, and Society
of Psychology Students Letran Bataan; also the
Philippine Association
of Nutrition - Psi
Gamma Chapter. Thus,

to accomodate well
the participants while
saving their internet
consumption, it was
done via Facebook Live
having 77 viewers at its
peak and had reached
2,888 people and 1,114
engagements.
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Legal Luminaries of Tomorrow;
Bridging A Brighter Connection

In celebration of annual
“Legal
Management
Week”, the Letran Legal
Management
Society
(LLMS) launched “Legal
Luminaries of Tomorrow;
Bridging
A
Brighter
Connection”, a set of
online events to celebrate
the program and its
students.
To formally begin the
LM Week, the LLMS
conducted a webinar
on February 15, 2021
titled “Cognosce Legum
Administratio”
which
was attended by several
other Legal Management
organizations
from
different colleges and
universities. The said
webinar was about the
Legal
Management
program
and
student
organization
management and were
discussed by invited guest
speakers, Hon. Enrique
Dela Cruz, Jr. and Atty.
Rhandelle
Mabunga
respectively.
According to Hon.
Dela Cruz, Jr., the Legal
Management program
is an “interdisciplinary
course” and a versatile
one in that it benefits
both students who wish
to pursue the study of law
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after the tertiary level and
those who do not plan to
enter law school.
For those students who
do plan to take up law
in the future, they are
given an “edge” since, as
Hon. Dela Cruz, Jr. said,
the setup of law school
is relatively similar to
the Legal Management
program in its manner,
matter, and method of
educating.
On the other hand,
graduates who wish to
pursue other passions
will still benefit from
being a LegMa graduate
as the program allows
students who would
eventually become part
of the workforce to gain
knowledge on some basic
principles of law which,
needless to say, catch the
eye of employers.
The second speaker,
Atty. Mabunga, talked
about the highs and
lows of managing an
organization whilst being
a student. As a former
president of the Alliance
of Legal Management
Associations
of
the
Philippines,
Inc.
(ALMAP), the attorney
was no stranger to the
realities that a student

organization had to face
before it would thrive.
He noted that student
organizations
must
have a clear goal as
an organization, with
which to guide them.
He also mentioned
how recruitment and
retention should be
taken
into
account
and that maintaining a
healthy relationship with
the faculty is of great
importance.
On the same day, the
LLMS held “Let’s fLEX
it!”, a forum for the Legal
Management studentparticipants to exchange
ideas, opinions, and
insights that are based on
law as regards two timely
matters, particularly, the
abrogation of the UP-DND
accord and the Anti-Terror
Law.
“The Convention”, was
held on February 17 which
provided
participating
Legal
Management
organizations an avenue
with which to connect
and form ties with other
LegMa organizations.
As a conclusion to the
LM Week, the final event
of the LLMS was a law
school conference with
Atty. “Mel” Melencio Sta.

Maria, Jr. and Atty. Mikhail
Tupaz.
The conference was
in partnership with
other Letran student
organizations:
Letran
Politicvs, Media Works,
Letran Junior Financial
Executives, Studio 1620,
Letran Junior Philippine
Institute of Accountants,
Letran Tourism Society,
and Letran Psychology
Society.
During the conference,
the
two
attorneys
provided a glimpse of life
as a law student. When
it comes to studying law,
it has been said time and
again that discipline is
key. For Atty. Mel, it is no
different. He says that
discipline is necessary
not just for the hundreds
of cases that they will be
reading on a daily basis,
but for the whole law
school journey itself.
He was clear in saying
that law school will
be tough; sacrifices
have to be made and
gratifications often have
to be delayed. But in
many ways, these things
are essential in the study
of law, difficult as they
may be. As Atty. Mel put
it, one must grow through

the process.
Atty. Tupaz, an alumnus
of the Colegio who now
teaches for Political and
Legal Studies Area, gave
aspiring legal practitioners
a more detailed rundown
of the arduous process
to becoming a lawyer,
including the realities
they may face prior to
overcoming the dreaded
Bar examinations and
after they take their oath.
In law school, there
are no “smart” students,
says Atty. Tupaz. There
are only those who are
disciplined, hardworking,
and persevering, or in a
language more familiar:
“masipag”. Contrary to
popular belief, law school
is not necessarily easier
for those who graduated
with Latin honors in
college because law
school is a level playing
field, as pointed out by
the attorney.
The entirety of the Legal
Management Week saw
the faceted experiences
that a law student and
a lawyer go through. A
challenge by Atty. Tupaz
to the aspiring attorneys:
beat those who claim
themselves as intelligent
with hard work.

LSA participates with Paskong Arriba, Tuloy Pa Rin!
The year of 2020 was
a time whereby the
whole world was in full
shock. Everyone has
been forced to adapt
to the drastic change
that the pandemic
has brought upon
us. Furthermore, the
setup that has been
given to everyone
was unimaginable as
it suspends everyone
the
privilege
of
socialization
that
provides us a much
better
productivity
in a certain activity.
However, our nature as
humans in this world is
to strive for survival and
do whatever it takes
to attain our desires
and goals. Therefore,
despite the countless
hurdles, the Letran
Singing Ambassadors
remained focused on
fulfilling the duties
and
responsibilities
that the Colegio has
given to us during that
time of uncertainty - to
serve and give hope to

the Letran community
amidst the pandemic
through music.
The project “Paskong
Arriba, Tuloy Pa Rin!”
was indeed the most
remarkable
event
that the group has
executed. It was the
most difficult too as
we do not have the
opportunity to meet
one another. Around
August 2020, we were
messaged by the Office
of Student Affairs to
create a station ID for
the Letran Community
for the upcoming
Christmas
season.
We were honored
but at the same time,
very hesitant at first
because aside from
the fact that we cannot
see each other, we
also don’t have a
choirmaster. However,
each member of the
group evidently has a
strong spirit and belief
that we can achieve
this project as it was
previously shown in

our achievements that
we are trained enough
to execute this project
successfully. Thus, we
accepted the project
wholeheartedly.
Mr.
Aerich
Balanggao,
the president of the
group, quickly picked
Mr. Christian John
Quitorio, an alumni,
to be the head of this
project. Mr. Quitorio,
a tenor 2, has always
been an exceptional
musician. Even during
the time of our former
choirmaster,
Ma’am
Elsie, Mr. Quitorio has
demonstrated to the
group how brilliant he
is. Thus, to make him
the head of this project
would give us a high
percentage of success
for a project that is
going to be originally
composed, and without
the assistance of a
professional musician.
Subsequently,
we
worked first on the
song’s lyrics. Our
meeting time was

always after class
which would start at 8
pm in the evening and
sometimes until 3 am
in the morning. We
were really passionate
despite the ongoing
project of the group
which is the “We Are
One Virtual Choir” and
“Dakilang Kasaysayan
Virtual Choir.” Our
strategy was always
systematic and every
time that we finished
a certain part of the
song, we would always
update our adviser, Mr.
Toma Cayabyab, who
would always give us a
tip. We are so grateful
for him because he
just let us unleash
our potential without
trying to intervene
with our ideas. As a
result, the project went
on smoothly and we
became confident with
our work.
Come
December,
we were all extremely
happy and excited
that
our
biggest

project became a huge
success. We received a
lot of positive feedback
from various sectors
such as the alumni,
students, school staff,
admin and even people
who are not connected
to the Colegio. We
were pleased that they
truly appreciated the
song that we made
and we also got many
post engagements. It
made Christmas more
meaningful amidst the
pandemic which is very
different to our custom
celebration before the
lockdown
occurred.
We felt that it made
us closer to each other
even when we are
apart and we believe
that the message of
the song runs clearly
to their hearts and
our hearts as well. We
are proud as a group
to be of service to our
beloved Alma Mater
and by helping others
with our talents and by
giving hope.

General Assembly 2020: PAFTanyaya
General
Assembly
acts as the welcoming
ceremony
for
the
freshmen student. In
this gathering they
will be able to meet
the
old
students,
adviser and also to
know more about the
program. The webinar
entitled “PAFTanyaya”
was conducted last
August 17, 2020, Asst.
Prof. Christine Cruz
shared about tips on
studentship and what
kind of student you are.

This gave an excitement
to the students because
they will be able to
know more what are
their strength in terms
of studying and also
to help them balance
their study and daily
activities. They also
shared about the past
event and the current
plan for the organization
that excites the students
because they know
that experiences and
opportunities awaites
them.
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Online life: A musician’s challenge

At the beginning of the
nationwide lockdowns,
adjusting to the new
quarantine life was
very difficult for most
people, and especially
those with hobbies that
require
face-to-face
meetings. Musicians feel
this struggle as well. The
Letran Band has suffered
immensely from the
nationwide lockdowns.
How could the band
practice
properly
without
face-to-face
rehearsals? We couldn’t.
Practicing as a band
was simply not possible
online. The consistent
unreliability of ISPs for
most and the lacking
necessary gadgets for
some our members
have convinced us that
rehearsing as a group
was impossible, if not,
too difficult.
But all hope is not
lost for the Colegio’s

aspiring
musicians.
Individual practice is and
has always been vital for
any musician’s growth,
and the pandemic has
given our musicians the
opportunity to practice
at any given time of day
at the comfort of their
own homes. And looking
at it at a different angle,
individual practice can still
be an effective practice
method especially with
supervision of more
experienced musicians.
But of course, individual
practice only hones the
skill of an individual, not
the entire band. But the
band still has an ace up
its sleeves.
An online concert!
Yes, an online concert.
A concert that is set
in an online digital
platform, musicians that
is set in an online digital
platform,
musicials
playing at their homes

and
the
audience
listening and watching
at their homes as well.
But there is still a catch,
due to reasons already
mentioned previously,
a live concert while
the musicians are in
each of tehir homes
was simply impossible.
BUT,
that’s
where
recording comes in. Our
musicians could record

themselves playing their
parts individually and
an audio engineer and
video editor could work
together to edit all the
individual
recordings
and blend them all
together to create
a synchronized and
beautiful music video.
This feat was achieved
back in summer of
2020 and again in late

November 2020. Our
musicians
recorded
their parts individually,
and another member
edited all of them
together and created
2 wonderful videos for
noble causes. It proved
to be a challenge, but it is
in the band’s philosophy
that challenges exist
to make our musicians
better.

Education Fest 2021: Building Connections,
Nurturing Hope: Education in the New Normal
The Letran Future
Educators
society
(LFES) of the College
of Education held
its EDUCATION FEST
2021 last April 23,
2021, from 9:00 a.m.
to 11:00 a.m. through
the
organization’s
official Facebook Page
streamed via Stream
Yard. With the theme,
“Building Connections,
Nurturing
Hope:
Education in the New
Normal,” the activity
features among all
others a webinar lecture
titled “The 21st Century
Instruction in the New
Normal:
Challenges
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and
Opportunities
for
Teachers
and
Learners”
prepared
and discussed by the
Dean of the College
of Education, none
other than Prof. Danilo
K. Villena, Ph.D. The
speaker provided new
ideas and strategies in
handling 21st classroom
instructions that are
appropriate with the
new normal setup in
education. The highly
anticipated
webinar
of Dr. Villena was
attended by hundreds
of viewers from Letran
Manila, Letran Bataan,
Letran Calamba, Letran

Manaoag, University
of Santo Tomas, and
Angelicum School of
Iloilo. And at the end
of the event, Assoc.
Prof. Cristina M. CastroCabral, Colegio’s Vice
President for Academic
Affairs Division shared
a very inspiring and
impactful message to
the viewers nationwide.
Moreover, there are
also two competitions
in EDUCATION FEST
2021 prepared by
the organizers for the
college students of
Letran Manila. One is
the Spoken Word Poetry
Contest which Ms. Mary

Joy Buenaventura from
CoEd holds the title of
being the champion.
In this competition,
the
contestants
shared their thoughts
and experiences in
practicing
flexible
learning.
On
the
other hand, in The
Arts of Mathematics:
Photography Contest,
the
contestants
photographed different
things that are related
to the theme and
integrated them with
the arts of Mathematics.
In this competition, the
winners are Mr. Ron
Juaquin Samonte from

CBAA (Champion), Mr.
Jan Sabano from CLAS
(1st runner-up), and
Mr. Marvin Isidro from
CBAA (2nd runner-up).
Interestingly,
the
EDUCATION
FEST
2021 was the very first
online activity of LFES
and CoEd that catered
to a lot of participants
inside and outside the
Colegio. The success of
this event was the result
of the collaborative
effort and support of
the whole CoEd family
by having the same
goal of “academic
excellence for Deus,
Patria, Letran.”

Welcome HOME: Entering
The New Normal of Letranites

The collaborative RSO
General Assembly and
Program
Orientation
event entitled, “Welcome
HOME: Entering The New
Normal of Letranites,”
that was held last A
was composed of 4
programs: Letran Junior
People
Management,
Letran
Operations
Management
Society,
Letran Junior Marketing
Association, and Young
Entrepreneurs’ Society
of Letran. The objectives
of the event are to orient
freshmen, transferees,
and old students about
the HOME program: its
objectives, history, and
organizational
chart;
to serve as a bridge for
stronger
connection
among the students, and
to address the students
to a wide range of

leadership activities to be
expected this Academic
Year 2020 – 2021 by
explaining the different
operational plans of each
organization. Despite the
pandemic, the event was
able to meet its objectives
through Google Meet.
Each
organization
was
given
allotted
time to prepare the
things needed for the
event. With Assoc.
Prof. Virginia Salonga,
Program Chairperson,
and the organization’s
representatives’
help and guidance, it
allowed the partnered
organizations to finish
all the needed files and
to have two technical
rehearsals to prevent
such technical difficulties
and to see the flow of
the event. On the day of

the event, despite the
technical rehearsals, it
still experienced minimal
technical difficulties in
which it deemed to be
inevitable. The hosts
for the event were
Ms. Rhodora Yumol,
President of Young
Entrepreneurs’ Society
of Letran, and Ms.
Kiara Seso, President of

Letran Junior Marketing
Association.
The
event
was
interactive
as
it
conducted
an
interactive game for the
participants for them to
feel welcomed. Based
on the evaluation of
the event evaluated by
the participants, the
event was a success.

The participants also left
comments commending
to how the program
was held and gave
suggestions to make
it better. Amidst the
pandemic, the partnered
organizations were able
to achieve the objectives
of the event with their
unity and had a delightful
time with Letranites.

The Letran Junior
Financial Executives have
succeeded with their
activities for the School
Year 2020 – 2021 despite
the challenges faced due
to the pandemic. One
of the most significant
activity that LJFINEX had
implemented was the
Financial Management
Week for this school
year which was entitled
Celebrating
our
Environment
through
Digital Way. This is a
traditional event that the
organization conducts to
celebrate the unity and
youth of the financial
management students
in Letran but due to the
implications of pandemic
regulations,
the
organization were able

to implement the event
using the organization’s
creative minds and with
the help of the currently
changing technology.
The event title itself
“Financial Management
Week” implies that
the event is held for a
whole week which was
conducted on March
15 – 19, 2021 and for
this year’s agenda it was
divided into three parts
that allowed the success
of the event.
The
three
main
activities
were
the
LJFINEX Quiz Bee 2021,
a Financial Management
related Seminar, and
an Online Bazaar. To
summarize the highlights
of each agenda, the first
event was the Seminar

that was conducted on
March 16, 2021, with the
guest speaker Mr. Alan
Michael Cipriano who
talked about the Financial
and Stock Market and
how it works. It was an
informational
seminar
with topics relating to
the main subjects of the
financial management
course. While the next
event was the Online
Bazaar which was held
on March 17, 2021 and
continued throughout the
whole week by promoting
the businesses that the
financial management
students made for their
business plan subjects.
Lastly, the LJFINEX Quiz
Bee 2021 was held in
the last day of the event,
March 19, 2021, where

Anika Villaruz won the
First Place of the Quiz Bee
winning Php 500 while
other participants with
Php 100 each.
The whole event is
successful in terms of
conducting each agenda
in the planned date of
event and through the

coordinated participation
of the organization’s
members and financial
management students,
the event went on
to be a memorable
milestone for the growth
and representation of
financial management in
Letran.

Financial Management Week: Celebrating
our Environment through Digital Way
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“Kapihan AY. 2020-2021” pushes through to tackle
COVID-19 pandemic despite ‘New Normal’ setting
The Letran Politicvs of
the political science
area
launched
their
a n n u a l
Kapihan for academic
year 2020-2021 last
February 17, 2021. This
annual event of the
organization aims to
tackle social issues in
our society and provides
an opportunity for
participants to engage
in
educational discussions.
Different
academic
institutions
in
the
Philippines participated
in the said event
spearheaded by the
organization. A total

of 226 participants
consisting of Letranites
and students from
different schools were
present in the Zoom
meeting. Meanwhile,
the event was also live
streamed on the official
Facebook page of the
Letran Politicvs with an
estimated number of 90
to 110 participants and
viewers.
With this year’s theme,
“The Philippines in the
Covid-19
Pandemic”,
the webinar focuses
on
the
evaluation
of governance and
assessment of our
current government in

this time of pandemic.
The organization invited
Hon. Justice Maria
Lourdes Sereno and
Dr. Julio Teehankee to
share their knowledge
and perspectives to
the following issues
needed to be addressed
that promotes political
awareness and civic
responsibility.
During Hon. Justice
Sereno’s discussion, she
mentioned how relevant
it is for Letranites to
uphold the values of
good
governance,
accountability,
and
develop our critical

Photos from Letran Fb page and Letran Politicvs Fb page

thinking when it comes
to our current situation.
On the other hand, Dr.
Teehankee emphasized
on
comparing
the
Philippine
Covid-19
response with other
countries belonging in
the South-East Asia and
explained the relevance

of political literacy in
our country.
Despite
the
‘new
normal’ setting, the
organization managed to
hold a successful event
and gave Letranites a
timely discussion with
their highly anticipated
annual Kapihan.

Hospitality and Tourism Management: Engaging in
the New Normal General Assembly

Hospitality
and
Tourism Management:
Engaging in the New
Normal
General
Assembly was dated on
August 17, 2020.
Due to this pandemic
that we are facing right
now we were not be
able to do it face to
face, but we decided
that to continue this
event and do it online
via
google
meet.
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August 16, 2020, before
the day of the actual
event we decided to
conduct a dry run to be
sure we accomplish this
event smoothly. We
prepared (1) hour early,
all the officers of both
organizations
were
working that time, they
were so busy practicing
the flow of the program.
The
registration
started
at
exactly

1:00PM. We started
with Quadricentennial
Prayer, after that Mr.
Paul Christian T. Balasan
gives
his
opening
ceremony and opening
remarks.
After
that.
The
President of the Letran
introduce all the faculty
members. After that,
The
Letran
CHEFS
introduced their officers
and their Operational

Plan for the A.Y. 20202021.
The President of the
Letran CHEFS discussed
it to the participants.
After discussing the
Operational Plan of the
Letran CHEFS. Before
LTS present their officer
and operational plan
they present a tiktok
video. LTS introduced
their officers and their
Operational Plan for this

A.Y. 2019-2020.
After that Ms. Asst.
Prof. Maria Rowena H.
Diocares. Chairperson
HM and TM program
give her speech. And
before the program
finally end our beloved
Dean Asst. Prof. Kenji
M. Asano Jr gives his
very inspirational and
heartfelt speech. The
program ended at
exactly 3:30PM.

Pansalubong: Philippine
Association of Nutrition
The
students
of
Nutrition and Dietetics
program held a general
assembly
entitled
“PANsalubong:
The
Philippine Association
of Nutrition – Psi
Gamma Chapter Online
General Assembly 2020”
last August 17, 2020
(Monday) which started
at exactly one in the
afternoon via Google
Meet. This activity is for
the breakout session of
the College of Business
Administration
and
Accountancy General
Assembly. The college
students from PAN Psi
Gamma along with
their Adviser and Guest
Speakers, participated
in the said event.
The students were

given a warm welcome
for
the
upcoming
academic year. With
several
inspirational
messages from the
Dean and professors
of the Nutrition and
Dietetics program, along
with the presentation of
the operational plan,
retention
policies,
and overview of the
program, indeed, the
activity ended with a
success. Overall, it was
a great experience for
the students which
can
prepare
them
and
develop
their
competency in order
for them to be bolder
and self-reliant when
it comes to serving
people through hands
of cooperation.

Colegio de San Juan de Letran’s Studio 1620 launched
its annual broadcasting convention
As
the
Colegio
continues its effort
to
support
the
academic pursuit of
every
student
via
online learning, Blank
Canvas
Advertising
House assisted the
Colegio in achieving its
mission in delivering
more learnings and
discoveries
to
all
students. Blank Canvas
Advertising
House
mounted an online
webinar
entitled
“ADSPECTRA”.
ADSPECTRA
is an online event
open
to
college
students taking up
advertising, marketing,
communication,
and
other related programs

in
the
Colegio.
ADSPECTRA aims to
show the spectrum of
the industry’s behindthe-scenes in order to
produce a campaign.
At the end of our
event, we would like
to equip students with
sufficient
knowledge
about
Integrated
Marketing Campaigns
and to train them
with the basics of art
direction, copywriting,
and strategic planning
which are essential in
formulating a successful
advertising campaign.
The
event
was
successfully
accomplished through
the help of the College
of Liberal Arts and

Sciences, Department
of Student Affairs, and
its media partners
(Media
Works,
Studio 1620, SCRIBE
Journalism
Society,
Association of Visual
Arts, and The Letran
Student Council. It
was also attended by
different
collegiate
students from the
Colegio and other
interested
students
from different schools.
The event spotlight
was focused to the
three speakers who are
currently working in
the country’s big time
advertising agencies.
The speakers were
Mr. John Bumanglag
from GIGIL, Ms. Isha

Anchetta from Publicis
JimenezBasic,
and
Mr. Nate de Guzman
from IdeasXMachina.
Their discussions were
filled with various
insights from their work
experience which made

the participants more
inclined with their
discussion. They have
also presented some
of their award-winning
works and provided tips
on how to be a better
creative.
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Thesis-It! 2020
The pandemic caused
the world to ground to
a stop, but life must go
on. Education is one of
the areas that is most
affected. The difficulties
in making the abrupt
transition from face-toface to online classes
is apparent. For the
previous school year,
both institutions and
students were required
to adhere to a new
learning system. The
Colegio de San Juan
de Letran was able
to develop a flexible
online learning system
that allows student
leaders like the Letran
Engineering Society to
offer online seminars for
all Letranites. The Letran
Engineering
Society
strives to encourage
engineering students to
never stop learning even
if they are in the midst
of a pandemic.To adapt
to a new normal system,
the organization held
the annual “Thesis-It!”

via Google Meet with
the help of the Letran
Engineering
Society
adviser and other faculty
members.
“Thesis-It!” is an
annual seminar for
Engineering Department
students to learn about
the fundamentals and
complexities of being a
researcher. It is held once
a year to keep up with
the ever-changing state
of educational research.
Simultaneously, it assists
students in learning
more about how to write
an excellent thesis paper.
It is critical for a student
to have knowledge of
research and planning,
not only because it is an
academic requirement,
but also because it can
be used as a life skill.
The chosen speakers
gave a lot of effort to the
step-by-step procedure
of doing research. Reallife experiences were
also presented with
the students in order

for them to relate their
studies to the society
in which they live. The
resources may be limited
during this pandemic,
but the webinar was
a success thanks to
the cooperation and
determination
of
the organization, the
students,
and
the
speakers.
The
Letran
Engineering
Society
is
hopeful
that,
despite the pandemic,
Letranites will continue

to
be
competitive
students who are eager
to learn more for their
future. The organization
believes that holding
a webinar like “ThesisIt!” will increase a
student’s
knowledge
of research, which
will be beneficial not
only in their programs
but also in society.
Even in the midst of a
pandemic, the Letran
community’s strong will
and cooperation made
learning and sharing of

wisdom accessible for
everyone. Engineering
and other programs
in Colegio de San Juan
de Letran who are
equipped with advanced
knowledge will surely
be the next generation
of professionals who
will contribute to the
world’s
betterment.
By providing adequate
research
education,
the Letran Engineering
Society is willing to be
an instrument for every
Letran knight’s success.

A year of uncertainties. A year of adversities.

For an organization
whose main platform
is the stage and
performing for a live
audience is one of
the main objectives,
this pandemic greatly
reduced
UDC’s
activity. This year,
all
live
trainings,
workshops, events and
competitions
were
cancelled. This pushed
UDC to modify plans
and bring all activities
to online platforms.
From the usual
afterclass
dance
sessions inside the
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Music Room, UDC
brought the training to
every member’s home.
This was made possible
by using Google Meet
for
synchronous
workshops
and
training sessions, and
Google Classroom for
asynchronous moduletype
of
training.
This gave everyone
the chance to stay
connected and finish
tasks at their own
pace.
For
the
first
semester,
UDC
members got to learn

the Basics of Dance
and
Choreography.
Some alumni members
were invited to impart
their
choregraphies
which
were
also
demonstrated
by
the members. They
uploaded
their
performances
on
their personal social
media accounts. For
the second semester,
the scope of learning
and training is focused
on Introduction to Hip
Hop. The members got
to learn the history
and significance of the

Hip Hop movement.
They also learned
different Hip Hop
moves throughout the
years from Old School,
to Middle School, to
New School. They
got to demonstrate
what they
learned
by performing in a
dance music video
which was uploaded
to UDC’s social media
accounts. Info Checks
and Movement Check
activities were also
done to ensure that
everyone
learned
the key concepts,

forms and executions.
The members who
finished
all
tasks
and activities will be
receiving certificates
of completion.
Our biggest take
from this year is
learning how to move
forward. UDC may
have experienced a
lot of setbacks and
hindrances in pursuing
our love for dance, but
our team refuses to
stop. We adapt. We
innovate. We continue
learn and perform for
Deus, Patria, Letran.

TECH BITS V2.0: WEB DESIGN WEBINAR
Last October 16, 2020, the
Letran Information Technology
Society had their webinar about
basic web design. The speaker for
this event is an alumnus of Colegio
de San Juan de Letran, Mr. Patrick
Riel Reyes. The Letran Information
Technology Society choseMr.
Patrick Riel Reyes because he
is capable enough to share his
experiences with us since he had
years of experiences in different
company and currently, he is the

designer of Smart.
This event was considered
as the best one because the
students
from
Information
Technology and Digital Arts really
enjoyed this webinar. Since both
IT and DA will use web designing
in the future, the students asked
many questions to Mr. Patrick
Reyes. The ideas shared by Mr.
Patrick Reyes will really be helpful
to all the students of Information
Technology and Digital Arts

A Week for the Great
Letran
Junior
Philippine
Institute
Accountants wrapped
up its federation year
with its most awaited
Accountancy Week last
March 17-20, 2021.
As a tradition of the
organization and the
accountancy program,
the week-long event
held different activities,
including
webinars,
programs, and contests,
which cater to the
various interests and
talents of accountancy
students
in
the
institution.
As a response to the
current Pandemic, the
LJPIA conducted its
Accountancy
Week,
or most commonly
known as AC Week
by
Letranistas,
on
different online and
social media platforms.
In partnership with
the Letran Senior High
School, the organization
began the AC Week with
the “Career Talk: Guide
to your future path”,
on March 17, 2021,
Wednesday, live via its
Facebook private page.
The webinar was hosted

by different professionals
who shared their own
inspiring stories and
journey towards success
with a discussion to help
and guide students to
find the best version of
themselves in the near
future.
The Career Talk was
followed by another
webinar
entitled,
Thinking Outside the
Walls with the theme
of “Fostering a bright
future: A peek into
glory”, on March 18,
2021 (Thursday), live
via another Facebook
private
page.
The
forum focused on the
discussion about various
accounting courses, as
well as updates, ideas,
and helpful advice
shared by Mr. Daryl
Angelo M. Geraldo, CPA,
an outstanding speaker
and professional in the
field.
For the battle of
wits and intelligence,
an annual accounting
quiz bee challenge for
accounting
students
was also held, entitled:
A-Cup. The event took
place in a zoom meeting

on March 17, 2021,
where participants from
different year levels and
sections witnessed each
other’s greatness and
talent in accounting and
competed for the highest
awards to be hailed as
the best students among
the rest.
The
first-ever
online singing contest
of
the
institution
entitled, “Singer Ka,
Because?”, was also
held for all aspiring and
talented singers in the
accountancy program.
Each
representative
prepared his/her own
piece through a recorded
video submitted for the
judges’ evaluation and

posted on Facebook for
social media viewers.
On March 20, 2021
(Saturday), 10:00 am,
live via the Official Page
of Letran-JPIA, individual
performances were also
played and winners who
garnered the highest
scores and approval
among all participants
were announced.
Finally,
for
the
last event, a mememaking contest entitled
MEMEYAAAH was held
which aims to showcase
the students’ creativity
in
expressing
their
thoughts and insights
about the life of being an
accountancy student.
Participants
were

given until March 18,
2021, to submit their
own entries and bring
their humor and mememaking skills to the next
level. Three winners were
awarded on the org’s
last event “Singer Ka,
Because?”. Participants
for each event were
given
recognition
through
certificates
and respective winners
were awarded through
various prizes. LJPIA
officers completed the
week-long event through
a wrap-up meeting to
recognize the school and
organization’s successful
efforts
to
conduct
the event amidst the
Pandemic
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Breaking the Stigma

The
Young
Entrepreneur’s Society
of Letran organized an
online activity/webinar
entitled “Breaking the
Stigma: Stereotyping
in
Entrepreneurship,
Economics,
&
Marketing”
in
partnership with Letran
Junior
Marketing
Association
last
November 11, 2020, at
5:00PM - 7:00PM.
The purpose of the
event is to attempt in
disrupting the status
quo and removing
fancy labels between
real
entrepreneurs,
economists, and real
marketers. This is to
educate people on
using the skills and
initiative necessary to
anticipate needs and
bring good new ideas
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to the market.
WHAT DOES IT REALLY
MEAN TO BREAK THE
STIGMA IN BUSINESS?
Business
people
who existed failed
businesses
were
less likely to reenter
entrepreneurial activity
when stigma levels and
regulatory conveyance
of stigma markings
were at their highest.
Stigma can serve
as a motivator for
entrepreneurs to reject
the illegitimacy of failed
businesses and actively
seek out and engage
in innovative behaviors
that contribute to
the overall diversity
of
entrepreneurial
activities
in
their
country.
This event is designed

to teach students that
their course is not
something to be taken
lightly.
This
event
focuses on how and
what we can do to
improve and handle
our mental health
while dealing with our
own circumstances. It
discuss the different
aspects on how we
should view ourselves
and how to learn in
making
boundaries
as well as to other
individuals.
It also addresses each
student’s
leadership
skills in order to bosst
their confidence in
their chosen field.
Where-in skills and
how we will improve
it without thinking
other people. Where
we should recognize

the leadership skills in
us by acknowledging
our strengths and
weaknesses. Lastly, the
most important part is
to accept what we can
do and what we are still
learning to do.
We want to teach
students
how
to
promote
equity,
which
recognizes
that each personhas
unique circumstances
and
allocates
the
precise resources and
opportunities required
to achieve an equal
outcome.
BEHIND THE SCENES:
HOW DID WE DO IT?
This event was truly
one of the highlights of
YES-L’s 2020. Despite
the ongoing pandemic
and the challenges

that everyone is facing,
we were able to invite
some of the Letran’s
notable speakers and
alumni to join us and
share their knowledge
and experience with the
YES-L community.
Behind this successful
event are the hardworking and dedicated
YES-L
officers
and
staff. Zoom meetings
were held prior to
the event and specific
teams were created.
From documentation,
financial,
creatives,
program, etc.
The YES-L officers
and staff really came
together
to
make
everything possible for
this event. and there’s
really no other way we
could’ve done this but
together as a family.

TOURuan: An Online Seminar on COVID-19
Impact in the Tourism Industry
COVID-19 has affected
thousands of peoples,
it affects their business,
works, and daily living.
But there is also one more
that is greatly devastated
by this virus. The Tourism
Industry, which has been
one of the severely
affected industries not
just in the Philippines
but worldwide. This
pandemic
has
cut
international
tourist
arrivals in the first
quarter of 2020, and
this translates into a loss
of million international
arrivals.
Last November 11,
2020, at 1:00 pm, the
Letran Tourism Society,
in partnership with The
Letran Student Council
organized an event

entitled;
TOURuan:
An Online Seminar on
COVID-19 Impact in
the Tourism Industry
with Atty. Guiller B.
Asido,
Administrator
of
the
Intramuros
Administration,
and
Mr. Roberto “Bob” Z.
Zozobrado,
Chairman
of Pacific Asia Travel
Association
(PATA)
Philippines Chapter as
the resource speakers.
The resource speakers
of said webinar gave
everyone knowledge on
how COVID - 19 affected
the tourism industry.
They discussed the
tourism industry’s future
amidst the COVID-19
pandemic.
Atty.
Asido highlighted the
recovery/ conservation

management
plans
or
strategies
of
UNESCO
(United
Nations
Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization) on making
INTRAMUROS
GREAT
AGAIN which was very
informative
to
the
attendees of the webinar.
Furthermore,
Mr.
Zozobrado
shared
facts about the current
situation of the tourism
industry
amidst
COVID-19. According to
Mr. Zozobardo, he would
like to call our current
situation the “New
Reality not New Normal”.
And lastly, he wanted to
remind all current and
future tourism students
to still continue under
this course/field even

though the COVID-19
pandemic crippled the
tourism industry and
how to cope up with the
“New Reality”.
With the ongoing
pandemic, the tourism
industry is NOT DEAD;
it’s just having a PAUSE.
With this, the industry is

having the opportunity
to take a rest and reflect
on itself to become a
better version than it was
before.
Always
remember
to: Never lose hope, as
the Tourism Industry
will bounce back and
become stronger!

I Juana Know: Paano ka Napunta sa Folk Dancing?

There are seasons
for every challenges
and
opportunities.
Back in 2019, an
unseen event was
found to have shut
so much chances
and momentsthat in
turn opened doors
for trials not just for
Letran
Filipiniana
Dance
Company
alone but also for the

Colegio and the world.
Unlike the seasons
we usually foresee,
there are those that
will come in a sudden
surge without much of
a warning.
Since the pandemic
started, almost all
doors were closed
for the sake of
prioritizing
safety
and health. However,

Letran
Filipiniana
Dance Company, an
organization
that
found its secondhome
in the Colegio pursued
their passion.
While
it
is
truly
saddening
that dancing and
performing with proud
colors and all smiles
on stage is restricted,
the situation did not

stop the organization
to show their love for
culture, dancing, arts,
and LFDC itself.
Letran
Filipiniana
Dance
Company
utilized social media
such as Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter
to share with the world
what encouraged the
current members to
join the cultural group

and what makes them
stay. And as a passion
passed on generations
after
generations
since 2007, the former
members also humbly
shared their personal
journey with LFDC.
It is truly the legacy
of the organization
to mold talented,
passionate, and united
people.
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